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Plastic pallets are ideal for highly regulated, hygiene-sensitive 
industries such as pharmaceutical manufacturing.

CHEP plastic pallets have a non-porous surface, do not absorb 
odours and are easily cleaned. They will not rust or rot.

Plastic pallets are reusable, recyclable and environmentally 
friendly. CHEP pallets are designed to meet the non-direct 
contact regulations for pharmaceutical and food grade 
quality industries. 

CHEP Pallets Info

• Master Module (600 x 400mm) (ISO Containers)

• Most Common Pallet sizes:
 1200 x 800, 1200 x 1000mm

• Pallet Heights:
 1050, 1700, 1950mm

• Pallet Weights:
 1000, 1500 and 2000kg respectively

Definition and Standardisation 
of  Storage needs

EUL (Efficient Unit Loads):

Step 1 - Choosing the correct pallet size(s)

• How many pallets will you need to store?
• What size(s) of pallet best suits your stored products?
• Would CHEP Pallets be more suitable for you?

Things to consider
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Standard Pallet

Euro Pallet

600 x 400600 x 400

600 x 400600 x 400

Industrial Pallet

600 x 400

600 x 400
600 x 400

600 x 400

600 x 400

The example above shows how ISO Containers should be stored 
onto the different pallet types. The maximum height and weight 

of the load will determine the best pallet to use
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Have an enquiry? Call our Team: 01922 743833



Fixed or Random
Storage Systems

Step 2 - Evaluate Pros and Cons to help you choose FLS or RLS

Calculate requisite Storage Capacity -  
Stock Pallets Per Month based on Pallet Size: 1200 x 1000mm
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Random locations in Stock Area, fixed 
locations in Picking Area, or even further 
coupling such as adjacency of promotion 
and new items, or periodic review and 
re-arrangement of reserved locations in 
picking area according to moving-status 
of an item, in terms of frequency of 
participation in orders, etc.

Examples of  Random-
Location Storage Systems

Step 2.1 - Storage Capacity Calculator

Calculation of requisite Storage Capacity
Evaluation Criteria Fixed-Location 

Storage (FLS)
Random-Location 

Storage (RLS)

Area Utilization -
Time in picking load when  
processing an order -
Easiness in retaining FIFO
(First-in, First-out) -
Need for administration and  
system support -
Control - Counting Processes -
Better response in contingencies -

+

+

+

+

+

+



Choice of  Storage Systems
and Integration with
Handling Systems

Step 3 - Decide what Storage Racking and Handling System to use 

• 
• 

Wide Aisle Standard Racking
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INFO

Easily installed, cost-effective 
and versatile, wide aisle racking 
is the most widely used of pallet 
storage systems and allows direct 
access to each pallet stored.

With adjustable beams, racking can 
be re-configured to accommodate 
changes in the type of goods stored 
and wide aisles allow access by all 
types of truck, making specialised 
handling equipment unnecessary.

Industrial • Food and Drink • Manufacturing • Production

Have an enquiry? Call our Team: 01922 743833



Choice of  Storage Systems
and Integration with
Handling Systems

• 
• 
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INFO

Allows fork lift trucks to operate in aisles up to half the 
width required in conventional adjustable beam 
pallet racking.

Narrow Aisle Racking makes excellent use of floor 
space and maximises the height at which goods 
can be stacked.

Using specialised lift trucks in either ‘man-down’ or ‘man-up’* variants, 
narrow aisle racking is precision designed for safe, efficient load handling within the tight 
confines of these space-efficient aisles.

Guidance rails or wires fitted at floor level ensure 
precise positioning of trucks. This has the multiple 
benefit of improving safety, whilst minimising the 
incidence of accidental damage to racking as well as 
    improving the speed and accuracy of load handling.

Narrow Aisle Racking Pick and Deposit (P&D) stations can be fitted at the
ends of aisles, allowing controlled, efficient and safe
load handling into and out of narrow aisle structures

Step 3 cont’ - Decide what Storage Racking and Handling System to use 

Industrial • Food and Drink • Manufacturing • Production

T
IP

* ‘Man Up’ and ‘Man Down’ options are available. ‘Man Up’ versions lift the operator
   to the correct height to either ‘pick’ or place a palletised load whilst retaining
   exceptional visibility. ‘Man Down’ versions are for lower height racking but still
   giving excellent visibility of the palletised load from the drivers seat. 



Choice of  Storage Systems
and Integration with
Handling Systems

• 
• 
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INFO

A variant on standard adjustable beam racking, 
Double-deep, as the name implies, allows pallets to be 
stored two deep but still accessible from the same aisle.

By reducing the number of access aisles and using the 
space saved to accommodate additional racking, 
a Double-deep configuration provides 
a highly space-efficient storage system.

This FILO (first-in, last-out) system, 
used with an efficient stock 
management system can offer 
the advantage of increased 
storage density.

Store pallets 2 deep at the pick face for more efficient 
use of warehouse space. This reduces the number of 
aisles required and cuts down on a lot of time moving 
between picking locations. 

Step 3 cont’ - Decide what Storage Racking and Handling System to use 

Industrial • Food and Drink • Manufacturing • Production
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Double Deep Racking

Have an enquiry? Call our Team: 01922 743833



Step 3 cont’ - Decide what Storage Racking and Handling System to use 

Choice of  Storage Systems
and Integration with
Handling Systems
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INFO

Drive-in racking provides a 
highly space-efficient 
solution to the storage and 
throughput of palletised goods.

By dispensing with access 
aisles drive-in racking provides 
a high-density of storage in a 
given area to increase 
capacity by some 60-80% over 
    conventional ‘aisle’ racking.

Pallets are stored on guide rails in the depth of the racking and 
forklift trucks enter these ‘storage lanes’ to deposit / retrieve loads.

Access can be from one end (the true ‘drive-in’ configuration) 
or from both ends (‘drive-through’, for improved stock rotation).

Racking heights up to 11 metre allow the full height 
and floor area of the building to be used to provide 
maximum cubic storage space. Optimum space 
utilisation without requiring specialist handling equipment.

IN
F

O

• 
• 

Drive In Racking / 
Pallet Shuttle



Choice of  Storage Systems
and Integration with
Handling Systems

• 
• 
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INFO

Excellent floor and cubic space area utilisation.
Efficient stock rotation and control.
Good speed of access and throughput.
No specialised handling equipment required.

Step 3 cont’ - Decide what Storage Racking and Handling System to use 

Industrial • Food and Drink • Manufacturing • Production
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Pallet Live Racking

Rollers

Working on a first-in, first-out basis, 
dynamic Live Racking provides extremely 
high levels of storage density in a given 
area. Pallets are loaded onto dedicated 
lanes of inclined gravity rollers which 
are set at a fixed gradient. 

When a load is taken from the picking 
face, the next pallet rolls into position, with replenishment stock 
loaded at the opposite (upper) end of the lane.

Stock rotation is therefore automatic 
with the minimum of forklift truck 
movements required to handle the flow 
of goods. With pallet separators and 
brakes fitted, each load is segregated 
    within the lane, preventing pressure 
             accumulation or crushing.

Have an enquiry? Call our Team: 01922 743833



• XX

Choice of  Storage Systems
and Integration with
Handling Systems

XX

Step 3 cont’ - Decide what Storage Racking and Handling System to use 

Carton Flow Racking
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Carton ‘flow racking’ operates on the same 
principle as pallet live storage, but is used for stock 
which needs to be hand-loaded and picked.

Live storage systems reduce order picking times 
and help minimise errors, as not only are items 
presented precisely at the picking face, but 
effective management of the throughput and stock 
levels of goods can also be easily maintained, 
protected, silver-based.

The angle of incline 
of the roller trays,
the size and 
number of rollers 
within the trays, 
and the load 
capacity of the
support frames, 
are tailored to the 
size and weight of 
the items stored.

Effectively utilising floor and cubic space, dynamic 
Push-back racking is amongst the most space and 
time-efficient pallet storage systems available.

Pallets are loaded in sequence onto wheeled carts 
or rollers and are pushed back along inclined beds.

Pallets can be stored up to 4 deep on carts or 10 
deep on rollers and when a load is retrieved the 
remaining pallets move forward into position at the 
picking face.

Pallets are retrieved on a ‘first-in, last-out’ basis and 
with each product having a dedicated lane, Dynamic 
Push-back racking is particularly useful in marshalling 
areas, and for long-term bulk storage and handling.

Low profile design allows for extra lift/clearance. 
Carts interlock to prevent jamming and to control 
pallet descent.

Accommodates up to 6 pallets deep.

For FIFO Racking please see Pallet Live Racking
on page 7.

Push Back Racking

INFO

INFO



If you have a forklift truck(s) please let us know the model 
number(s) as we will find the best Racking set up to suit 
your vehicles (We will work out the optimal aisle widths)T

IP

Which vehicle is best for each operation?

Narrow Aisle Turret Truck - Best for warehouses where Narrow Aisles are used

Choice of  Storage 
Systems and 
Integration with
Handling Systems

Counterbalanced 
Forklift Truck

Reach
Truck

Narrow-
Aisle

Step 3 cont’ - Decide what Storage Racking and Handling System to use 

The most common type of forklift truck, and the type most people instinctively 
think of when thinking of forklifts.

The forks protrude from the front of the machine, with no outrigging legs or arms, 
meaning the truck can be driven up to the exact location of the load or racking. 
This means that no reach facility is required, and lends itself to 
straightforward operation.  

Available as electric, gas or diesel powered. Many have sideshifts, 
a mast tilt facility, and often driver cabs.

A weight at the rear of the truck to off-set the load to be lifted at the front. 
Electric versions are able to operate with a smaller counterweight as 
      the battery serves as ballast as well as a source of power.

Offers maximum lift height with excellent manoeuvrability.

The name refers to the ability of the fork carriage to ‘reach’ out beyond the stabilising legs and therefore 
‘reach’ into racking. The combination of this reach capability and the stabilising legs means reach trucks 
can lift to great heights (in excess of 10 metres) while still operating in very tight working environments.

The stabilising legs and batteries within a reach truck negate the need for any counterbalance weight 
within the truck construct.

Some reach truck manufacturers design their trucks with a tilting cab mechanism to make for a more 
comfortable viewing position for the operator. For other manufacturers, a very open overhead guard 
means this is not required. For further visibility reach trucks can be fitted with cameras on the 
fork carriage that transmit a signal down to a LCD screen in the cab to aid navigation. 
These systems can be either wired or wireless, however wired systems are more reliable as 
they are not susceptible to interference from outside sources such 
as broadband routers.

While excellent for use indoors, reach trucks are not ideally suited to 
work outside. Their low under-carriage clearance can cause problems 
on uneven working surfaces, and their electric power systems can be 
prone to contact trouble if regularly shaken due 
to undulating working surfaces.

Ideal where greater cube utilisation is required in a warehouse environment.

VNA (Very Narrow Aisle) Trucks allows the warehouse to increase its storage 
density while still allowing 100% selectivity and the ability to quickly and safely 
move high volumes.

‘Man Up’ and ‘Man Down’ options are available. ‘Man Up’ versions lift the 
operator to the correct height to either ‘pick’ or place a palletised load whilst 
retaining exceptional visibility. ‘Man Down’ versions are for lower height racking 
but still giving excellent visibility of the palletised load from the drivers seat.

The forks are still fully visible even from a fully lowered setting. Undertake 
simultaneous operations, for example, traverse, rotate and operate the auxiliary 
lift whilst also lifting the cabin. This improves the smoothness of pallet retrieval 
and put-away. This eliminates pauses in operation which improves productivity.

9

rrow Aisles are used

9

Counterbalance Forklift Truck - Unload Goods In (from Trucks) and Load Goods Out (to Trucks)

Reach Truck - Use to Load onto Racking and ‘Pick’ from Racking (inc. Double Deep Racking)

Narrow aisle Trucks do not turn 
within the aisles, they side load 
the pallets onto the racking with 
no room to turn within the aisle.

Turning Circle

Turning Circle

INFO

Have an enquiry? Call our Team: 01922 743833



Choice of  Storage Systems
and Integration with
Handling Systems
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Step 3 cont’ - Decide what safety products you will require

Line Marking

Signage

Walkway 
Guard 
Barriers - 
to protect 
pedestrians

Pallet Racking 
Protection

Sigma Barrier 
Rails - 
to protect 
racking

YOUR COMPANY DETAILS HEREAll signage we provide will 
be Subject to a Site Survey.
We need to determine the 
correct signage for your 
premises. For example, 
by law you need 
Emergency Exits clearly 
labelled and unobstructed 
by obstacles 
(eg. Boxes or Racking). 

Walkway 
Guard 
Barriers - 
to protect 
pedestrians

Designed to absorb the impact from
forklift truck accidents



Choice of  Storage Systems
and Integration with
Handling Systems
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Step 4 - Examples of  Storage and Structural Modules (Based on a 22 x 5M Module)

Top View Side View
GOODS IN GOODS OUTORDER PICKING GOODS IN GOODS OUTORDER PICKING

AA

BB

CC

DD

EE

FF

KEY

Reach Truck
Narrow Aisle 
Truck Employees Split Box Picking

1.05

08.208.208.208.2

1.80 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.80

1.80 1.50 1.80 1.50 1.80 1.50 1.80

1.80 1.50 1.50 1.80

4.20

1.80 1.80
2.80

1.80 02.408.1 2.70 2.80 1.80 1.80

1.80 1.80 2.75 4.20 2.75 1.80 1.80

4.20

4.20

Conveyor Palletised Load

Have an enquiry? Call our Team: 01922 743833



Choice of  Storage Systems
and Integration with
Handling Systems

Step 5 - Work out the space needed 
for Receipts & Despatch areas - 
Supporting Areas and Facilities 

12

•  Racks parallel to length
•  Central aisle is vertical to length

Step 7 - Aisles orientation (Top view) - Most reliable Layouts

The Racking should NOT obscure or obstruct designated Fire Exits. When getting a quote for racking we will send out a qualified 
Surveyor to explain to you the types of signage required. Then we will design the racking layout with health and safety in mind. 

Gov.uk explains: “Once a fire has started, been detected and a warning given, everyone in your premises should be able to escape to a 
place of total safety unaided and without the help of the fire and rescue service. However, some people with disabilities and others with 
special needs may need help from staff who will need to be designated for the purpose. Escape routes should be designed to ensure, as 
far as possible, that any person confronted by fire anywhere in the building, should be able to turn away from it and escape to a place of 
reasonable safety, e.g. a protected stairway. From there they will be able to go directly to a place of total safety away from the building. 
Those who require special assistance (e.g. very young children in a creche and some people with disabilities) could be accommodated 
on the same level as the final exit from the premises to facilitate escape. Where they need assistance to evacuate, you should make sure 
that there are sufficient staff to ensure a speedy evacuation. 

The level of fire protection that should be given to escape routes will vary depending on the level of risk of fire within the premises and 
other related factors. Generally, premises that are simple, consisting of a single storey, will require fairly simple measures to protect the 
escape routes, compared to a large multi-storey building, which would require a more complex and inter-related system of fire precautions.”

IN
F

O

Escape Routes

Work out the supporting area space required

Fishbone Concept

•  To maximise the flexibility of the internal layout
•  Building expansion is easier
•  Gives two options for aisles orientation 
   (Please see Step 7 below for more info)

Step 6 - Try to keep the 
Warehouse External Dimensions 
close to a ratio of  2:1

The reason for this is:

112m

56m

Example of  overall warehouse space:

•  Racks vertical to length
•  Central aisle is parallel to length

Hair Comb Concept

Design of supporting areas such as: receipts and despatch, returns, 
destroyed goods, cross-docking and office facilities is crucial

Depth of receipts and despatch area:
•  Minimum: 15m
•  Optimum: 20m
•  Maximum: 25m

Total space of all these areas should not exceed 20-25% of the 
overall storage area.

Consider the speed in which the goods are forwarded to the 
storage area (The racking). What is the cross-docking volume?
Is a lot of manual handling work involved in these areas 
(For example: Manual handling can be slower than forklift handling)? 

Possible positions of office facilities:
•  Centrally in the receipt-despatch area, in the warehouse level
•  In one side of the receipt-despatch area
•  Does the office space need to cover more than one floor?



Choice of  Storage Systems
and Integration with
Handling Systems
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Step 8 - Materials Flow Examples (Goods In, Goods Out)

Material Flow - I shape:

Material Flow - L shape:

Material Flow - U shape:

Proposed for warehouses 
over 30,000 sqm

Only if  necessary. 
For example: If  hampered 
by site restrictions 

Recommended flow. Better 
control over volume 
utilisation and dock 
utilisation

In      Out

Out   In

In

Out

In   Out

Have an enquiry? Call our Team: 01922 743833



Choice of  Storage Systems
and Integration with
Handling Systems
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Step 9 - Consider Efficient Loading and Unloading  

Maneuvering Area Width

A) Typical Dock
A typical 17m truck
needs a manoeuvre
area of 35m

B) Saw Tooth Dock
Use of 45 degrees
‘Saw Tooth’ type docks
decreases this space to 26m

A B

Cantilever with External Docks
1.0m from ground
For Small Trucks & Vans

Internal Docks
1.20m from ground
For Big Trucks & Containers

Use 2 different dock types to cater for all vehicle types.

You can then form the external landscape to suit.



Choice of  Storage Systems
and Integration with
Handling Systems
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Step 10 - Consider Future Warehouse Expansion

You must utilise available land with a mind for future expansion.

Below you see there are 2 possible ways of setting up a warehouse on 1 plot 
of land.
 
Example 1 shows a plan where you
can expand the Storage Area only

Example 2 shows a plan where you 
can expand the Storage Area and 
increase the number of Docks

2
6

5
0

 m
2

Have an enquiry? Call our Team: 01922 743833



Operation and Maintenance
of  Racking
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Information
The user should be provided with information regarding the technical limitation of the racking
in terms of load carrying capacity and warnings of the dangers of re-arranging the
configuration of the racking without the manufacturer’s technical appraisal.

Signage will display the safe working load criteria for defined areas of the racking. It will warn
of specific dangers that may be encountered in operating the system and it will provide advice
on the essential maintenance requirements of the system.

Adjustable Pallet Racking Operation
Generally, the safe working loads of adjustable 
pallet racking are declared on the load notices
attached to the rack and are normally quoted in
terms of a maximum bay load. It is important
that the loads applied to the beam are
uniformly distributed loads and that both
beams are loaded equally.

The bay load is governed by many factors with
the height to the first beam level, the height
between beam levels and the number of floor
fixings per upright being of prime importance.
Beams must not be removed or re-positioned
without reference to the supplier.

During loading, the pallet should be carefully lowered to 
ensure that it is supported equally by the beams. During 
unloading, the load should be lifted, taking care not to intrude 
on the level above, and to ensure that it is clear of the beams 
before it is manoeuvred. The load should never be pushed 
or slid into position across the beam.

Access
Pallet racking is not designed as access equipment and personnel should not be permitted to
climb racks. If access is required to the upper levels of a racking installation, then appropriate
equipment should be used.

The following non-exhaustive list contains the minimum 
requirements expected of warehouse operators:-
•  Good truck/rack interface
•  Correct placement of pallets
•  Clear aisles
•  Adequate clearance around loads
•  Pallets in good condition
•  Good driver skills
•  Regular maintenance
•  Report all damage and repairs



Operation and Maintenance
of  Racking
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Inspection and Maintenance
A regime of regular inspection for the pallet racking installation should 
be carried out at a series of levels of competence.

Warehouse staff and fork lift truck operators should be encouraged to 
report all damage immediately as it occurs to ensure appropriate 
action is taken to protect the safety of operatives and others. This will, 
however, require a diplomatic approach to disciplinary procedures for 
careless drivers.

Regular formal inspections of all racking should be undertaken by 
warehouse supervisors at weekly and monthly intervals to identify and 
act upon any damage not yet reported. This should typically include 
removal of product from random bays to provide more detailed 
inspection access.

Yearly or half-yearly formal inspections should be carried out by a 
technically competent individual (preferably SARI registered), fully 
experienced in the identification and categorisation of racking damage. 
This individual might be a fully trained member of the management, a 
rack manufacturer’s technical expert or an independent consultant.

The frequency of each level of inspection must be adjusted with due 
regard to the throughput of the warehouse. High usage stores require 
a more regular inspection. Cold store conditions are more arduous for 
materials and staff and must be taken into account in determining the 
necessary frequency of inspection and the skill level of the inspector.

For further information and advice see SEMA Guideline 6 Guide to the 
Conduct of Pallet Racking and Shelving Surveys.

All surveys must be conducted, and in particular documented in the 
maintenance log, in a systematic and clear manner. The survey will 
classify damage according to severity and corrective action necessary.

Generally, three degrees of damage will exist; Green, Orange and Red 
Alert Levels.

Red alerts are items which are severely damaged well beyond the 
limitations of the SEMA code. In such circumstances, the racking 
should be immediately off-loaded and isolated from future use until 
repair work is carried out. Such repair work would normally be the 
replacement of the damaged item. For items identified as Designation 
Red, a written procedure must be adopted by the Inspection Engineer 
in order to inform the user of the seriousness of the situation.

Orange alerts are items that are damaged beyond the limitations of 
the SEMA code, but not sufficiently serious to warrant immediate 
off-loading of the rack. A procedure should be in place to ensure that 
once the rack is off loaded, it is not re-used until repairs have been 
carried out. In the event that the location is still occupied 4 weeks after 
initial identification, the rack should be off-loaded for repair without 
further delay.

Green alerts are items which are damaged but are within the limitation 
of the SEMA code. Such items would be recorded as being suitable for 
use but be identified for future reference and monitoring.

Damage Requiring Replacement
Anything which significantly changes the original cross section profile
    or deforms the straightness of any load bearing member or which
            significantly weakens jointed members due to failed welds or
                           loose bolts, requires replacement.

Damage to racking
Any damage to a rack upright will reduce its load carrying 
capacity. The greater the damage the greater will be the reduction 
in its strength until the upright collapses at its normal working load.

Damage to bracing sections will reduce the capacity of racking frames 
to withstand accidental frontal impacts and may also reduce the axial 
load carrying capability of frame uprights.

Assessment of Damage to Uprights and
Bracing Members
A steel straight edge 1.0 metre long is placed in contact with a flat 
surface on the concave side of the damaged member such that the 
damaged area lies central as near as possible to the length of the 
straight edge.

For an upright bent in the direction of the rack, beam spans the
maximum gap between the upright and straight edge should not
exceed 5.0mm.

For an upright bent in the plane of the frame, bracing the maximum
gap between the upright and straight edge should not exceed 3.0mm.

For bracing members bent in either plane, the gap between straight
edge and bracing member should not exceed 10mm.

These rules apply only to damage which produces an overall bend in 
a member. They do not apply to highly localised damage such as 
dents, buckles, tears, splits. Members subjected to these defects 
should be replaced. Localised bends over a length of less than one 
metre, may be judged pro-rata to the 1.0 metre limits e.g. over a half 
metre length half of the prescribed limits apply. Dents, buckles, tears 
and splits should be replaced.

Assessment of Damage to Beams
Beams will naturally deflect under normal loading conditions to a
maximum permissible of span/200. This deflection should disappear
when beams are unloaded and should not be confused with 
permanent deformation caused by overloading or impact damage.

Damage should be measured against the following criteria:
•  Beam and connectors which show any clearly visible deformation
   should be unloaded and expert advice sought from the 
   equipment supplier.
•  Welded connections between beam section and end connector
   should show no signs of cracking.

Have an enquiry? Call our Team: 01922 743833



Health and Safety
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Warehousing and storage cover a wide range of activities that 
can result in various hazards and risks. Effective health and 
safety management involves you, the employer, looking at the 
risks that arise in the workplace and then putting sensible 
health and safety measures in place to control them. By doing 
this you can protect your most valuable asset, your 
employees, as well as members of the public from harm. 
You will also help protect your premises, goods, 
equipment and reputation.

Accidents, injuries and ill health are reported to the health and 
safety enforcing authorities under the Reporting of Injuries, 
Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations 1995 
(RIDDOR).

Major injuries
Around a quarter of major injuries (broken bones, injuries 
requiring hospitalisation for more than 24 hours etc) in the 
warehousing industry are caused by workers slipping or
tripping. In the past, a slip or trip accident may not have 
been viewed as seriously as an accident involving a 
fork-lift truck. However, it is clear from the pattern of major 
injuries that workers who slip or trip are sustaining serious
injuries from the fall or from impact with objects or structures.

Manual handling, being hit by moving 
or falling objects and falls from height 
also cause a significant number of 
major injuries. 
See Figure 1.

Over-3-day absence
The manual handling of loads is the main
cause of reported over-3-day injuries. As well
as being the prime cause of major injuries,
slips and trips are also a significant cause of
over-3-day injuries. See Figure 2.

Health and safety policy
A health and safety policy statement is a
starting point to managing health and safety
in the workplace. It sets out how health and
safety will be managed in your organisation –
it shows who does what, and when and how
they do it. If you have five or more employees,
you will need to have a written health and
safety policy statement.

The main cause of injuries in warehousing

Figure 1

Causes of major injuries
in storage and
warehousing (2005/6)

Figure 2

Causes of over 3-day
absence injuries in
storage and
warehousing (2005/6)



Health and Safety
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Managing Health and Safety

Warehousing is a complex industry that can expose workers to 
amultitude of risks; health and safety should be proactively 
managed just like any other part of the business.

The Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1991 
require employers to put in place appropriate health and safety 
arrangements. This means having an effective health and safety
management system. The complexity of this system should reflect 
the organisation’s activities.

Steps to successful health and safety management include:
•  Identifying the key health and safety priorities within a business;
•  Concentrating efforts on these priorities;
•  Assessing the risks to employees and others;
•  Eliminating risks where possible. Where risks can’t be 
   eliminated, they should be reduced to an acceptable level;
•  Using safe systems of work;
•  Providing the workforce with adequate information and training;
•  Involving the workforce and health and safety representatives in
   decision making on health and safety issues; and
•  Regularly reviewing performance.

Successful health and safety management ‘HSG652’ gives more 
information on health and safety management systems.

Risk assessment

The first step in managing health and safety is to identify the 
priorities – i.e. to carry out a risk assessment. It is also important to 
consider additional hazards specific to a site that may also need 
attention.

Risk assessment is an important step in protecting your workers 
and your business, as well as complying with the law. It helps you 
focus on the risks that really matter – the ones with the potential to 
cause real harm. You are legally required to assess the risk in your 
workplace so that you can put in place a plan to control them.

A risk assessment is simply a careful examination of what in your 
work could cause harm to people, so that you can weigh up 
whether you have taken enough precautions or should do more to 
prevent harm.
Workers and others have a right to be protected from harm caused 
by a failure to take reasonable control measures.

The law does not expect you to eliminate all risk, but you are 
required to protect people ‘so far as is reasonably practicable’.

When thinking about your risk assessment, remember:
•  A hazard is anything that may cause harm, such as chemicals,
   electricity, working from ladders, an open drawer etc;
•  The risk is the chance, high or low, that somebody could be
   harmed by these and other hazards, together with an indication
   of how serious the harm could be.

Risk assessment can be broken down into five steps:
Step 1 Identify the hazards
Step 2 Decide who might be harmed and how
Step 3 Evaluate the risks and decide on precautions
Step 4 Record your findings and implement them; and
Step 5 Review your risk assessment and update if necessary

If you employ five or more people you must keep a record of the 
significant findings of your assessment. The record should be fit for 
purpose – paperwork is a means to an end rather than an end in 
itself.

Examples of risk assessments are published on the risk pages of 
HSE’s website; these help you identify what is expected in 
practice.

Many risks in a warehouse may already be well controlled, e.g. the 
correct industrial trucks may be used and the drivers correctly 
trained, but you should also consider other issues such as 
supervision, monitoring and maintenance.

Workers should be actively involved in the risk assessment 
process.

Investigating accidents and incidents
Check what happened:
•  Find out about the circumstances leading up to the 
   accident/incident
•  Identify the hazards that contributed to the accident/incident,
   e.g. plant, equipment, tools or substances in use;– work
   environment (such as floor surface, lighting, temperature)
•  The way the work is organised (who is doing what and when);
   and
•  Training and skills of those involved

Prevent the accident/incident happening again:
•  Identify what has already been done to minimise the risk
•  Decide on additional precautions required to prevent similar
   accidents/incidents
•  Ensure the additional precautions are implemented
•  Review the new precautions to ensure they remain effective
•  Keep records of any investigations you carry out

Have an enquiry? Call our Team: 01922 743833
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Storage Risk Assessments

Your storage risk assessment must identify hazards caused by your
storage of goods, analyse the likelihood of their occurring and
determine who and what might be at risk.

You then need to take steps to implement any precautions needed to
ensure all risks are minimised.

You'll also need to record your findings and remember to review your
assessment regularly.

Types of possible hazard you'll need to consider include:

•  Goods falling from shelving or racking
•  Someone falling when climbing on shelving
•  Stock or materials blocking fire exit routes
•  Accumulations of used packaging
•  Poor storage causing increased manual-handling risks, e.g. putting
   bulky items above head height
•  Spillages of goods causing environmental damage or increasing the
   risk of slips and trips occurring
•  Exposure to badly stored hazardous substances
•  Contamination or danger caused by storing inappropriate 
   materials together
•  The use of mechanical-handling equipment, e.g. loads falling from
   forklift trucks
•  Vandalism, theft and arson causing pollution
•  Flammable substances

Health and Safety with Pallet Racking
The safe and efficient use of pallet racking storage systems 
depends on a number of factors. This guide is intended to give an 
indication of good practice and advice to the warehouse operator who 
may not be  a specialist in technical matters or in the detail design 
related to the storage facility. If the users should be left in any doubt 
about a particular situation then more specialist advice must be 
sought from the supplier of the equipment.

In general, storage systems using pallets, pallet racking and
mechanical handling equipment are safe when well designed and 
used within the designed parameters.

Specification
Some racking installation problems are caused by the user not
supplying a complete specification of their storage requirements.

The racking manufacturer or supplier will generally strive to establish
the proposed use of the storage systems so as to provide the most
cost efficient design solution. Lack of information in the initial
specification may result in an incorrect design or one that is less
flexible for future changes of use. In order to determine a safe design 
of the storage equipment to be supplied, the information provided by 
the user must include details of the following storage environment:-

•  Building structure and properties of the floor
•  The type and quality of pallet to be used, the goods required to be
   stored and how they are packed
•  The handling equipment to be employed
•  The location of rack sprinklers and any information about planned
   future changes
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Clearances

Racking systems should be designed to provide adequate clearances
both laterally between adjacent pallets/loads, between pallet loads/
uprights, and also vertically between the top of a load and the bottom
of the above beam. Adequate clearances should also be provided
between handling equipment and racking. It should be noted that
changes in the handling equipment or the product stored on the pallets
can materially affect the clearances originally designed and care 
should be taken to ensure that these remain adequate. Failure to 
provide adequate clearances can only increase the likelihood of 
damage (see clearance diagrams for further guidance).

Precautions

To reduce the risk of goods falling from racks, where there is a risk of
injury to personnel, effective preventative measures should be taken.
This is particularly important along passageways and order picking
areas adjacent to racking or shelving.

Protection

The careless use of mechanical handling equipment can damage the
storage equipment components and impair its safety.

Minor impact damage to uprights can severely reduce the safe 
carrying capacity of an upright.

Where impacts on the storage equipment are likely to occur, upright
protectors should be specified.

Storage layouts should be designed to ensure aisles of adequate width
are provided. In determining the minimum aisle widths and gangways,
consideration must also be given to the provision of upright protectors.
Generally, these should be sited on uprights at the corners of aisles
and gangways or the entry face of drive-in racking. They should be
made conspicuous by a highly visible colour.

Floor mounted column protectors are the most popular and are fixed to
the floor immediately in front of the rack frame. Alternatively, structural
steel barriers can be installed to provide maximum protection for
exposed rack ends.

Flooring

With a new warehouse facility, the floor should be designed to support
the imposed loads from the storage equipment and to be suitable to
accommodate the floor fixings to be used.

With an existing warehouse floor it will be necessary to obtain sufficient
information to confirm that the imposed loads from the racking or
shelving can be safely supported without causing deformation of the
floor. This may cause the rack to move out of plumb or create 
problems for truck traffic operating in the area. Equally, the existing 
floor level conditions should be confirmed suitable prior to installation of 
racking or selection of specialised handling equipment.

Installation

The correct assembly of the storage equipment is of equal importance
to the provision of a safe structural design. The persons carrying out
the assembly and installation should be trained and experienced in the
work to be done and be properly supervised and controlled to ensure
that the health and safety of the workers are safeguarded. It is highly
recommended that the installers are SEIRS registered (The Storage
Equipment Installers Registration Scheme). The Health and Safety
Executive welcomes SEIRS and the initiatives taken by SEMA (the
Storage Equipment Manufacturers’ Association) to improve safety
standards. SEIRS installers are fully trained in essential installation
techniques, health and safety requirements and applicable legislation.

The quality and accuracy of the installation work can have a profound
influence on the performance of the storage equipment.

For more information on safe Installation please Live Chat now or call 
us to discuss.

Have an enquiry? Call our Team: 01922 743833
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